Mote.
Mote responds to the demands of dynamic
work environments; versatile, reconfigurable
spaces for meeting, learning, focusing,
or relaxing. No detail is an afterthought,
with every inch having been given careful
consideration to reclaim redundant space.

Screens.

Ottoman.

Sofa.

Ottomans are offered in five
variants, corresponding to the
footprint of each sofa unit.
With dimensions and upholstery
detailing mirroring the sofa, the
two can be used in-line. The
ottoman’s distinctive seat profile
allows users to sit from either side.
Combined with optional power,
Mote ottomans become a social
hub for informal interaction
and on-the-fly charging of
mobile devices.

Mote sofas are offered in three
lengths – single, two-seater and
three-seater – alongside angled
units that can be used in isolation,
or as modular blocks.
Seat and back in multi-density
reflex foams, with a distinctive
central fly detail offering visual
continuity between adjacent units.

Arms and
Power.

Optional upholstered screens
attach to each sofa. The straight
back screen offers partial seclusion,
with back and side screens offering
increased privacy.
Straight or angled bridging screens
span adjacent sofa units to create
semi enclosed settings and vertical
surfaces for mounting of displays
and whiteboards.

Hooks.
Optional hooks offer hanging
space for coats and bags to keep
personal effects off the floor and
close to hand.
Made using precision cast alloy
with a silent soft close return.

Arm modules add comfort and
serve as a natural boundary
between strangers sharing space.
Side arms and mid-arm modules
are offered as separate options.
Distinctive die-cast power modules
deliver power adjacent to each user
and are available at the front and
rear of each sofa or ottoman.

Workshelf.

Stool.

The workshelf reclaims
otherwise redundant space
for touchdown working.
The shelf’s scalloped profile
offers integral routing for cables
to optional power outlets
positioned below.
Available to fit each screen variant,
and offered in a variety of finishes.

A versatile and cost effective
accessory to complement larger
reconfigurable meeting spaces.
Sharing seat height and upholstery
detailing with the sofa and ottoman
units, the stool also features
a woven tape handle for easy
manoeuvring .

Meet,
retreat.
The Mote family effortlessly works
together to create a combination
of rectilinear and curvilinear forms
for beautiful and defined spaces.
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